GPLP: A Local and Parallel Computation Toolbox for Gaussian Process Regression
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Abstract

This paper presents the Getting-started style documentation for the local and parallel computation toolbox for Gaussian process regression (GPLP), an open source software package written in Matlab (but also compatible with Octave). The working environment and the usage of the software package will be presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction

The Gaussian process regression (GP regression) has recently developed to be a useful tool in machine learning (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006). A GP regression provides the best unbiased linear estimator computable by a simple closed form expression and is a popular method for interpolation or extrapolation. A major limitation of GP regression is its computational complexity, scaled by \( O(N^3) \), where \( N \) is the number of training observations.

Many fast computation methods have been introduced in the literature to relieve the computation burden: matrix approximation (Williams and Seeger, 2000; Smola and Bartlett, 2001), likelihood approximation (Seeger et al., 2003; Snelson and Ghahramani, 2006, 2007) and localized regression (Tresp, 2000; Schwaighofer et al., 2003; Urtasun and Darrell, 2008; Rasmussen and Ghahramani, 2002; Gramacy and Lee, 2008; Chen and Ren, 2009; Park et al., 2011).
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Many of the computation methods have been implemented as software, which includes SOGP\textsuperscript{1}, GPML\textsuperscript{2}, SPGP\textsuperscript{3}, TGP\textsuperscript{4} and GPStuff\textsuperscript{5}. However, many of the methods are still not implemented, because of various complexities involved in the methods as well as in their implementation. In particular, most of the localized regression methods are not implemented in spite of their unique advantages such as adaptivity to non-stationary changes and easiness of being parallelized for faster computation.

The GPLP is the Octave and Matlab implementation of several localized regression methods: the domain decomposition method (Park et al., 2011, DDM), partial independent conditional (Snelson and Ghahramani, 2007, PIC), localized probabilistic regression (Urtasun and Darrell, 2008, LPR), and bagging for Gaussian process regression (Chen and Ren, 2009, BGP). Most of the localized regression methods can be applied for general machine learning problems although DDM is only applicable for spatial data sets. In addition, the GPLP provides two parallel computation versions of the domain decomposition method. The easiness of being parallelized is one of the advantages of the localized regression, and the two parallel implementations will provide a good guidance about how to materialize this advantage as software.

This manual is written in Getting-started style; it introduces the working environment of GPLP (in Section 2) and illustrates the usage with an simple example (in Section 3). If you need more detailed documentation, please refer to User Manual at ./doc directory.

2. Implementation

The GPLP is implemented in Matlab code such that it is executable and has been tested in Matlab Version 7.7 or later versions, and Octave Version 3.2.4 or later versions. It might be executable in any of Matlab Version 7.x and any of Octave Version 3.2.x, but it has not been tested on those versions. One exception is the implementation of LPR that only works in Matlab 7.12.0, in Matlab 7.7.0 or later versions with a compiler supporting mex-compile, or in Octave 3.2.4 or later versions. For information on the list of compilers to support the mex-compile in Matlab, please refer to the technical support webpage at http://www.mathworks.com/support/compilers/previous_releases.html.

The GPLP also includes the parallel computation version of DDM, which requires the open source message passing interface, MatMPI Version 1.2, to be pre-installed before executing the parallel version. All of the Matlab, Octave and MatMPI are working in many versions of Windows and Unix, so GPLP is virtually OS-independent.

The implementation consists of six different main modules for the six different methods implemented, but all of the main modules are structured in the common form having the similar input and output arguments. In addition, the implementation partially supports the separation of the main
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1. Implementation of SOGP (Smola and Bartlett, 2001) is available at http://cs.brown.edu/people/dang/code.shtml.
logic from the specification of the covariance function and the mesh generation function (the specification of mesh generation function is only applicable for DDM and its two parallel computation versions; the explanation of the mesh generation function will be in the next section). With such separation, users can easily extend the function of GPLP by adding a new covariance function and adding a new mesh generation function without major modification of the main logic.

The code and documentation of GPLP are publicly available on the JMLR MOSS website at http://www.jmlr.org/mloss under GNU General Public License version 3.0 (GPL-3.0).

3. GPLP: A software Package for Localized and Parallel Computation of GP Regression

The GPLP provides an individual function for calling each one of the six localized regression methods (including two parallel implementations. The individual functions have a common structure of input and output arguments so that users can easily use all functions once they learn the common structure. In this section, we will explain the common structure by means of a simple example.

Consider a unknown random function \( f : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). The GP regression predicts the realization of the random function at test locations \( x_s \), given a set of observations \( x \) from the realization. The localized GP regression partitions \( x \) into many smaller chunks, \( x_j \)'s, and it does localized predictions at \( x_s \) with each one of \( x_j \)'s as the training data for every \( j \). Finally, the localized GP regression combines the localized predictions to make a global prediction in many different ways. The key design parameters for the localized GP regression are (1) mean function and covariance function defining the GP, and (2) mesh generation function for partitioning \( x \) into \( x_j \)'s.

```
% define the structure of local regions
param1.meshfunc = 'rectMesh';  % mesh generation function
param1.mparam = [14 21];      % mesh generation function parameters
param1.p = 3; param1.q = 3;    % parameters defining the interaction
    % between local regions for improving
    % prediction accuracy

% set the prior GP by specifying a covariance function
param2.covfunc = {'covSum', {'covSEard','covNoise'}};  % covariance function
D = size(x, 2);
logtheta0 = log(ones(D+2,1));
logtheta0(D+2) = log(0.3);
param2.logtheta0 = logtheta0;  % initial value of log hyperparameters
param2.frachyper = 0.5;  % fraction of training data used for learning
    % hyperparameters
param2.nIter = 100;  % maximum number of iterations in optimizing the
    % log hyperparameters

% train the localized regression model for Gaussian process regression
[model, elapsedTrain] = ddmGP(x, y, param1, param2);

% predict at test inputs
[meanPred, varPred, elapsedPred] = ddm_pred(model, xs);
```

In line 2 and 3, we specify the mesh generation function as \texttt{rectMesh} with its input parameter \((14, 21)\). The mesh generation function decomposes \( X \) (domain of \( f \)) into 14-by-21 rectangular meshes, \( \{X_j\} \), and it partitions \( x \) into \( x_j \)'s such that \( x_j \) belongs to \( X_j \).
In line 4, there are two parameters that define how many localized predictions are combined to produce a global prediction. In the domain decomposition method (DDM), a localized prediction is available for each mesh $X_j$, which becomes the global prediction if the test input is in the interior of local domain $X_j$. If the test input is over the common boundary of $X_j$ and $X_k$, the localized predictions are constrained by two factors: (1) the two local predictions for both of $X_j$ and $X_k$ should have limited degrees of freedom on the common boundary (called flexibility of boundary prediction); and (2) the two localized predictions should produce the same values on the boundary (called consistency of boundary prediction). The param1.q is the number of control points on the boundary where the DDM checks the consistency of boundary prediction, and the param1.p is the number of degrees of freedom to constrain the flexibility of boundary prediction.

In line 9 through 13, we specify the covSum composite covariance function. The composite covariance function generates the covariance by summing two base covariance functions: the anisotropic version of squared exponential covariance function ($\text{covSEard}$) and the noise covariance function ($\text{covNoise}$). The $\text{covSEard}$ is parameterized by $(D+1)$ hyperparameters as follows:

$$K(x, x') = \theta_{D+1}^2 \exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{d=1}^{D} \left( \frac{x_d - x'_d}{\theta_d} \right)^2 \right\},$$

where $D$ is the dimension of $X$. The $\text{covNoise}$ is parameterized by noise variance parameter $\sigma^2$ as $K(x, x') = \sigma^2 \delta(x, x')$. In total, the composite covariance function is parameterized by $(D+2)$ parameter values, so the initial guess of hyperparameter, logtheta0, should be $(D+2)$-dimensional. In line 11 and 12, the first $(D+1)$ elements of logtheta0 are initialized for the hyperparameter values of $\text{covSEard}$, and the last one element of logtheta0 is initialized for the value of $\sigma^2$.

In line 14 and 15, param2.frachyper and param2.nIter are the process parameters used in maximizing the likelihood function with respect to the hyperparameters. The maximization is an iterative process that updates the log hyperparameter values, starting with the initial guess logtheta0. The param2.nIter=100 implies that the number of the iterations allowed for the iterative maximization is at most one hundred. In each iteration, the likelihood function is evaluated. Since the evaluation is computationally expensive with big size of training data, people usually uses only a subset of the training data for the evaluation. The param2.frachyper = 0.5 implies that only half of the training data $x$ will be used for the evaluation of the likelihood function.

Last, in line 20, the function ddmGP trains the domain decomposition method for the localized GP regression with training data set $x$ and the previously specified parameters, and ddmGP returns the trained model (model) and the elapsed time (elapsedTrain). The number of the parameters to be specified depends on the method used for the training. For more details, please refer to User Manual at ./doc directory in this package. In line 22, the function ddm_pred produces the mean prediction meanPred and the variance prediction varPred at test locations $x_s$, and also reports the time used for prediction (elapsedPred).
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